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Structured Abstract: 
 

For decades scenario planners have debated the relative merits of using plausibility and probability in their 
methodology.  Preference for the one or the other distinguishes not only techniques and tools, but comprises 
whole schools of thought, determines criteria for effectiveness, and suggests not only epistemological but also 
ontological differences. In this article we critically examine both concepts: their etymology and history, their 
cultural connotations, and their relationships. We find that the relationship between both concepts is more 
complex and more nuanced, that over time it has varied, and that much more clarity is called for when invoking 
each both on its own merits and in counter-distinction to the other. The paper makes two contributions: it 
demystifies some of the distinctions that influential authors have called upon to classify scenario approaches, 
laying bare unfounded biases and unhelpful and even artificial and self-serving differences. In so doing it 
provides practitioners a more nuanced appreciation of the merits of plausibility and probability, providing a more 
rigorous and scholarly view, so that they can be more effectively referred to when making choices of method and 
approach. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In this paper we unpack and examine the oft-repeated claim by many in the scenario planning community that 

a key performance indicator of scenarios effectiveness is plausibility. We explore what lies behind this claim 

and how it works in practice, as well as theoretically. The paper contributes to a more rigorous theoretical 

understanding of plausibility, its relations with and differences with probability, and how they have been and 

still are related. We suggest that the links between them have been more complex than has generally been 

accepted, and clarify how the distinction can be more helpfully drawn to enhance the effectiveness of scenario 

work. 

The paper is organised as follows. First, we contrast retrospective and prospective sense-making and sense-

giving. Then we analyze how the etymological history of the terms ‘probability’ and ‘plausibility’ has confused 

much of the ongoing debate, and claims and counter-claims on both. In an appendix we illustrate this 

confusion by analyzing Millett’s (2009) treatment of probability in scenario planning. This is followed by an 

exploration of three cultural dynamics present throughout the etymological history. This exploration dissects a 

thirst for wishing to settle, one way or another, on one’s preference for plausibility or probability and the 

certainties they afford:  an urge to use either to diminish the anxiety that an undecided and undefined 

question – a mess (Ackoff, 1981) – causes. This dissection picks apart scenario planning processes in finer 
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resolution, to show that different authors summon plausibility and probability not indiscriminately, but to 

serve given purposes at different stages in the process. While preference for either plausibility or probability 

matters in any one stage, honouring a deeper dynamic which attends to the discomfort and avoiding 

probability or plausibility too early helps to deepen learning with scenarios (de Geus, 1988; Chermack and van 

der Merwe, 2003) and generate productive insight. We then relocate the contradistinctions Millett (2009) 

made within a broader conceptual space that captures the central intents of scenario planning, whether they 

are so see anew or gently re-perceive (Wack, 1984), redirect attention to what has been peripheral or in the 

background (Haeckel, 2004; Ramirez et. al. forthcoming), imagine what has been ignored (Rosenthal, 1966), 

evoke insight (van der Heijden, 1996), correct bias (Wright and Goodwin, 2009), surface assumptions (Ramírez 

et al., 2008) , test or develop new options (Wilson, 2000), or build new social capital fast (Lang, 2012).  We 

conclude by proposing that the result of this broader reframing of the plausibility-probability debate can 

render scenario work more robust and more relevant to current challenges to avoid considering probability 

and plausibility as a zero sum game. 

The paper builds on work in prior workshops held at the University of Oxford (Oxford Futures Forum, 2008) 

and at Arizona State University (CSPO, 2009)
1
. The paper makes two major contributions in unravelling the 

theoretical dilemmas posed by the compromised use of plausibility and probability. First, it critically examines 

what appears to be a widely accepted (and often un-reflexive) distinction between ‘plausibility’ 

and ‘probability’ in scenario work. These are considered to be fundamental either/or criteria undergirding 

important methodological choices that influential scholars have gone as far as considering them to define 

different schools in scenario planning (Bradfield et al., 2005). As the attention on scenario planning continues 

to grow (Varum & Melo 2010), understanding how plausibility and probability operate and relate to each other 

clarifies where these distinctions are valid, and where each can and cannot legitimately be used. Sorting out 

this distinction offers a secondary and supporting contribution related to the qualities of effective scenario 

work – notably in making expectations of what scenarios can do easier to define ex-ante and to be met ex-

post. This second contribution shows why probability cannot be used as criterion for scenario work, or as a 

basis to select a given scenario as ‘most likely’ (here we disagree with Millet), but that it can be used within 

scenario work in ways that are developmental and not regressive (Freud, 1920). 

We define scenarios as a small set of stories of future contextual conditions linked with the present, made for 

someone and fulfilling an explicit purpose. This differs from Glenn’s (2009) seminal definition in its triple focus 

on the context, users and purpose.  

SENSE-MAKING: RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE  

Prospective sense-making is a seldom-explored element of organizing (except in leadership research) although 

it is increasingly important as business, political, financial and social systems become more complex, inter-

related, uncertain and turbulent. The past is a reasonable guide when growth is stable and past and present 

trends can be extrapolated reliably to account for emergence. However when change is novel, unexpected, 
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unforeseen, unique, and / or radical, perhaps involving also manifold unintended consequences; the future 

and the uncertainty it holds means organizations can no longer rely on past or unfolding trends. Making sense 

of uncertain futures becomes a key survival skill within organizational life in turbulent times (Ramírez et. al, 

2010).  

 

For Weick, sensemaking in organizational theory describes how meaning is constructed from experience. He 

was explicit in his retrospective focus: “The basic idea of sensemaking is that reality is an ongoing 

accomplishment that emerges from efforts to create order and make retrospective sense of what occurs” 

(Weick, 1993: 635). Critical reviews drew attention to the possibility of prospective sensemaking: “prospective 

sense making is aimed at creating meaningful opportunities for the future. In a loose sense, it is an attempt to 

structure the future by imagining some desirable (albeit ill-defined) state. It is a means of propelling ourselves 

forward—one that we conceptualize in the present but realize in the future." (Gioia and Mehra, 1996:1229). 

Choo and Bontis called this “sense-giving”, which “articulates a collective vision for the organization” (2002:81) 

and attends to the importance of interpretation in the prospective—it is not about locating or finding sense, 

but offering sense to fill imperfect knowledge and lack of understanding gaps to reduce anxiety.  

 

Scenario planning seeks to rigorously surface and analyze assumptions about the future context to develop 

strategies, and (2002:81) the plausibility camp holds  is most relevant when forecasting from past data sets 

whose distribution and the trends they suggest are unreliable (van der Heijden, 1996; Ramirez et al, 2010).  

Wright (2005) first examined scenarios as a means of prospective sensemaking, warning this disrupts rational 

decision makers (Davidson, 1982) in their espoused use of concrete data and facts.  

 

Scenario planning can serve as a “time reckoning system” (Selin, 2006:196) where sense is made forward and 

backward, drawing in both retrospective and prospective sensemaking iteratively. It raises fundamental 

questions about the limits of knowledge, the constraints of ignorance, the power of imagination, 

representation and communication forms, how uncertainty is accounted for and addressed, and what 

timescapes (Adam, 1998) can be identified. In scenario planning, imagination and intuition are combined with 

rigorous analysis. It also attends to experience, professional and cultural biases, representational heuristics, 

and rationality limitations. Within the practice of scenario planning, such issues have often been bounded in 

debates over plausibility and probability.  

 

Wilkinson suggested that “Attempts to clarify the general methodological confusion about scenario practices– 

practices which encompass probable, plausible or possible futures - is already evident” (2009:110). Yet, despite 

multiple clarification attempts, methodological confusion remains rampant, and in our view extends to the 

epistemological disagreements of what is subsumed to what. For example, Godet suggested that “The 

uncertainty of the future can be appraised through the number of possible scenarios within the field of 

probables” (2000, p7), thus situating the possible within the probable. Yet for others, the position of the 

probable is within the possible, inversing the relationship:  
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“The future is an ever widening cone of possibility extended forward from the present moment. There 
is no future waiting to happen. There are probabilities which are related to current moments for which 
we cannot have total information but the further ahead we project, the more of these are likely to 
disrupt dramatically any extension of our own current moment and our extensions of the past” 
(McMaster, 1996:150, emphasis in the original). 

 

That the topology of the future is assumed to be conical, typically depicted sideways, starting from a single 

point today and moving to a broader set of equi-possible future states (see UK Government Office for Science, 

2009, p. 14; Schoemaker et. al, 2013, p.818)) , is puzzling. How can this assumption hold? Why has that specific 

topological representation taken up credence? To our knowledge no empirical evidence supporting this 

assumption has been developed. For all we know in some situations the future is tetrahedrical and in others it 

takes the form of a teddy bear. 

 

In any case, work that contributes to unravelling the confusions Wilkinson alludes to, and particularly 

unpacking the unsatisfactory and unproductive distinctions between plausibility and probability, is the central 

task of this paper. In doing so, we begin to articulate some of the knowledge quality issues that we hope will 

make prospective sense-making more effective.  

 

There are several possible entry points to unravel the contemporary debates about plausibility and probability 

in scenario planning. We begin by examining the etymology to better ascertain how the history of each of 

these terms affects their descriptions and relevance. This suggests that definitional issues undergrid cultural 

preferences for given epistemological preferences.  

 

THE CHEQUERED PAST: THE ETYMOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE PLAUSIBILITY-PROBABILITY DISTINCTION  

The etymology of plausibility and probability in English has three distinct periods – a confused one up to and 

including the 16
th

 century; a transition period in the 17
th

 century wherein probability becomes part of the then 

unfolding and distinct field of science, and a clearer distinction period as of the 18
th

 century. In the first period 

(see figure one), both terms are confused as both derive from classical Latin, which largely confused them. 

Probability first appeared in English in 1387 and plausibility over 150 years later, in 1541. In the 16
th

 century 

probability denoted ‘appearing’ truthful and plausibility ‘seeming reasonable or probable’. Both were 

perception, not fact.  Yet already then probability is associated with ‘likelihood’ whereas the possibility of 

abusing plausibility as ‘false appearance’ - which as we show below developed over the centuries into a 

consummate art - had already begun. Plausibility from its very beginning lent itself to what today is called 

‘spin’, as it is etymologically linked with ‘applause’, expressing publicly available forms of approbation as early 

as 1542. Plausibility is also more attached to how a person is perceived than probability ever was. 

– Figure one about here – 
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The 17th century saw a transition for each word and for their relationship. As is shown in figure two, the 

deceptive aspects of what plausibility can entail became further entrenched both for individuals and doctrines; 

whereas probability started to become somewhat scientific – though not yet mathematical - and related to 

observational rigour.  It was at this time, and most notably thanks to Locke (1690), that probability was 

established as inference when insufficient experiential evidence was available to discover what inquisitive men 

sought through strong judgement. In the 17
th

 century probability thus became noble, whereas the credentials 

of plausibility remained suspect. 

– Figure two about here – 

As per figure three, as of the 18
th

 century, each term became more distinct. Probability denoted something 

served by, and even defined by, mathematical calculus. Probability most importantly became a central aspect 

of statistics, which itself quickly was very widely applied from its agricultural origins, through to ammunitions 

testing and thence to all matters of productive activity and policy. Plausibility in this third period referred to a 

consideration of what is ‘probable’ as that which is ‘seemingly reasonable’, and continued in its original sense 

of providing ‘the appearance of believability and credibility’. It is the not innocuous ‘appearance of’ element in 

the definition of plausibility that lends it to be (ab-)used for specious spin, culminating in the practice 

developed by US administrations as of 1978 of institutionalised State lying which came to be known in the 

Oxford English Dictionary as ‘plausible deniability’ (OED, 2012). On the positive side, plausibility is considered a 

feature of credible cause-effect relations. 

– Figure three about here – 

In short, the two words have been confused with each other for centuries, and even although they became 

much more distinct in the last 300 years, today plausibility often still deploys probability to define itself. 

Plausibility, and its connections with the pliable notion of what can be applauded, quite quickly became 

something which one could fashion to ends of appearing truthful when actual truth might be wanting. On the 

other hand, probability - and the likelihood it sought to express - first started to become ‘scientific’ when it 

could start to be taken as an approximation of fact when evidence was lacking. Probability came to be 

considered much more scientific when it was possible to express this in ‘mathematical’ – and thus numerical - 

terms. In so doing, the numbers that probability can deploy in its action have come to lend it a ‘noblesse’ that 

plausibility never obtained. For Bayesians, who have become highly influential, probability is the degree of 

belief that is objective and rational, not simply the relative frequency of occurrence of an outcome in given 

conditions on which Bayesians found these beliefs. Probability has thus come to measure belief, whereas 

plausibility simply proposes it, and in the eyes of objective Bayesians, lends itself to subjective manipulation. 

As a study where numbers were deployed in a complex decision-making situation, with many stakeholders and 

objectives in co-existence, concluded: “the power of numbers lies in their ability to fill the strategic void 

created by pluralism” (Denis et al., 2006:349). For those advocating plausibility, however, probability is 

nonsensical and irrelevant if the future possible situation faced is a unique one: they argue that neither the 
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relevant data set nor distribution of it that probability can marshal is available in such circumstances, and 

calling upon it in such circumstances is fraudulent.  

That the exploration of the relative merits and roles of probability and plausibility in organizational studies 

continues to this day, and has not been resolved, we think is due to the historical complex relations between 

both. Thus, while Meckler and Baillie proposed that the usefulness provided by scientific method was precisely 

the move from plausibility (2003:276), Bosch argued that, in practice, plausibility is a better assessment of 

truth within a constructivist epistemology – for him a theory can be accepted as plausible when it is “in 

accordance with (practical) empirical findings; subjective/inter-subjective ideas, thoughts, and feelings; and the 

opinions of and cultural categories used by others” (2010:387). In the appendix we review how these 

confusions apply to Millet’s work and we suggest in it that he – like many of us working with the English 

language - is a prisoner of the confusions built into the language
2
. 

THREE CULTURES OF SCENARIO PLANNING AND THEIR MODELS OF PLAUSIBILITY AND PROBABILITY  

Here we propose that the etymological confusions reviewed above are apparent in three distinctive but 

related culture clashes in scenario work. Each clash manifests preferences for plausibility or probability in its 

own way. First we have the qualitative vs. quantitative divide. While often related to disciplinary orientation, a 

tendency to privilege an either quantitative or qualitative approach is often related to institutional context. A 

second clash arises with one camp epistemologically wanting to approximate prediction, while the other 

believes scenarios are only of help in intrinsically uncertain situations that are unforecastable. The final clash 

concerns the roles of creativity and codified knowledge in alternative futures, rendering scenario planning as 

entailing either ‘art’ or  ‘science’.  

 

The etymological confusions manifested in cultural divides makes each side value the relative truth merits of 

numbers and narratives incompatibly. One worldview privileges a deductive, positivist and reductive approach 

that approximates reality truth claims through exclusion – as in laboratories and controlled experiments - and 

simplification – as in models with assumptions that can ideally be completely captured in formulae, statistics, 

and regressions. This is a scientific gaze and aims to be predictive. But this approach relies on facts, which are 

all in the past: even if positivist model assumptions take projections ‘for a fact’ they are not yet, actually, 

factual. The approach is also of necessity fragmented: “science has emphasized thinking about “origins” rather 

than “emergence”, about “feedback” rather than “feed-forward”, about “learning from the past” rather than 

“anticipating the future”. The inevitable corollary of that tendency is the fragmentation of our world view that 

we now see as one of the main handicaps in our attempts to understand the full complexity of the processes 

going on around us…” (van der Leeuw et al., 2011: 4). With fragmentation, the privileging of one perspective 

implies back-grounding others. It has a focus on one model held to have predictive applications; it frames 

attention and discounts other means to understand and interpret change, which from the point of view of 

‘hard’ (quantifiable) science is taken as “soft” (non-quantified) and “less serious” regardless of how effective 

they can be – e.g. psychoanalysis.  
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Scenario planning has not been immune to this clash of cultures. Wilkinson playfully referred to this split as 

consisting, on the one hand, of “Homo-Deductivist', the formal-expertise focussed, evidence led, computer-

modelling based, often probabilistic scenarios folks; and on the other side is 'Homo-Constructivist', the 

qualitative – evidence led, intuitive causal logics, storytelling, plausible or possible but certainly not probable 

futures, scenario folks” (2009: 110-111). The two species hold incompatible conceptions of knowledge and 

uncertainty, as depicted graphically in the bifurcation slide she proposed, which we have adapted in figure 

four. 

 

     - Figure four about here -  

 

Wilkinson’s distinction contrasts two incompatible assumptions and objectives in dealing with uncertainty: (1) 

for those she labelled futurologists, uncertainty is seen as an enemy to be attacked, reduced, and ideally 

vanquished; perhaps mostly addressed through collecting all that one can know through objective means to 

reduce uncertainty as much as possible. The products this effort delivers are considered ‘objective’ and thus 

true for anyone – like weather predictions. (2) Those she considered to be involved in futurizing accept 

irreducible limitations to knowing and instead appreciate and engage intrinsic uncertainty. Here the inquiry is 

for someone and with a purpose, not for anyone, and effectiveness criteria cannot include the form prediction 

understood as forecasting. The authors are in this camp.  

Futurologists thus seek to ‘predict the future’ whilst the other camp works to ‘appreciate plausible futures’. 

The strong Western scientific quest for more accurate prediction has been strengthened by enhanced data 

collection and processing capabilities spawned by the information technology revolution. Critics of prediction 

highlight empirical evidence of prediction failures, incommensurability of human values, and posit the inherent 

unknowability of times yet to come which are not represented by present or past facts and their probability 

distributions (Sarewitz et al., 2000). While futurizers may use methods used by futurologists, their 

epistemological stance is radically different in its insistence on unpredictability, multiple futures, discontinuous 

change, transformative viewpoints that bring about new units of analysis and categories (e.g. “hippies”, 

“yuppies”, “tablets”, “the Arab Spring”) which were not available ex-ante; and empirical evidence of self-

organised or autopoetic – and unpredictable - emergence (Maturana and Varela, 1980).   

 

These two incompatible cultures on how to most effectively engage uncertain future contexts are often 

confused with two other cultures: one which favours the quantitative and another which favours the 

qualitative. It isn’t mere methodological differences which distinguishes them, but deeper perspectives on the 

very nature of what is to be done and how to assess effectiveness. While many scenario planners acknowledge 

that there is room for both approaches; the salience of each; their mix, limits, and advantages; and -most 

important - which frames the other, define this debate. While both approaches can be used to predict, and 
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both can be used to appreciate plausible possibilities, the use of quantitative methods is culturally more tied 

to probability and the use of qualitative tools more linked to plausibility. In the scenario planning community 

the clash is most centrally manifested in the difference between – on the one hand - what Bradfield et al. 

(2005) called the ‘intuitive logics’ school – preferring plausibility; and – on the other hand - the Battelle (Millet, 

2009) and Godet (2000) approaches, which place factors in cross-impact tables and attribute probabilities to 

the scenarios these analyses yield. According to Postma and Libel (2005) and Ringland (1998), the ‘intuitive 

logics’ school of scenarios is the most widely used. A distinctive characteristic of the intuitive school is that it 

explicitly considers probability to be irrelevant in scenario work and uses plausibility precisely because it 

considers scenarios are used in situations where probability cannot operate and forecasting is impossible.  

 

In Millet’s (2009) thoughtful  examination on why probabilities should be used with scenarios, he used a 

framework he developed six years earlier (Millett, 2003) to survey a history of scenario planning centred on 

distinguishing between both approaches. The approach that uses probability in conjunction with scenario work 

includes Millett’s own professional experience with Battelle – but he ignores another version of that school 

developed in France that has been taken up in ‘prospective’ studies by the European Commission (Godet, 

2000). Probability works as follows: 

 

“the Battelle approach to generating scenarios used as many as 24 descriptors (not just the primary 
two employed to create the structure, or two-by-two matrix, of intuitive scenarios). A descriptor was a 
trend, issue, or factor relevant to the topic question. Each descriptor had two to four alternative 
outcomes, or states, by a target year, and each state was assigned an a priori probability of 
occurrence. A matrix arrayed all descriptors and their states against all other descriptors and their 
states. Expert judgment was also used to assign cross-impact values to the cells of the matrix, and the 
algorithm then used the cross-impact values to adjust the a priori probabilities up to 1.0 (occur) or 
down to 0 (not occur). The software also organized the scenario clusters according to their frequency 
of occurring, so that there were resulting scenarios and most likely outcomes presented as a posteriori 
probabilities”. Millett (2009:64, emphases added). 
 

A slightly modified version of Millett’s 2003 historical review of scenario planning, distinguishing both schools 

and outlining their links graphically is reproduced as figure five
3
. 

- figure five about here - 

The intuitive logics school proposes that scenarios seeking to (re-)establish plausibility better explore 

possibility than scenarios seeking or using probability, which is impossible in Knightian uncertainty (Knight, 

1921;  Ramirez and Ravetz, 2011). Yet deriving plausibility from intuition is problematic: Whereas Klein 

celebrated the ‘power’ of intuition (2002; 2004), and Gershon (1999) explored the important function of gut 

feelings in its physiology, Myers (2002) examined how, if left unchecked, intuition all too often leads to 

misfortune. Kahneman and Klein’s (2009) review of what is known about intuition strongly suggests that it 

operates only in more stable, certain, and predictable environments than those in which scenario planning is 

relevant (Ramírez et al., 2010). Loewenstein et al. (2001) show that affective and emotive experiences 
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expressed as ‘gut reactions’ are neural and in this sense are mindful, cognitive contributors to gauge potential 

futures. Through that perspective, intuition can be viewed as an amalgamation of tacit and explicit knowledge 

that taps ignorance and combines it with creativity and design (Hatchuel et al., 2004) in a sort of reflexive 

experience that lets go of a-priori categories (Ramírez and Ravetz, 2011). Here attention to other sensory 

perceptions can play a significant role in understanding plausible and challenging possible futures. Plausibility 

(whether derived from intuition or gut feelings or not) can be mapped with systems diagram to articulate 

explicitly how the plausibility works causally (van der Heijden, 1996; Vennix, 1996). Wack (1984) suggested 

that it is on this basis of comparing plausible imagination and causal logic through analysis that sense is made 

and the bases for decisions improved.  Proponents of this approach underline that plausibility invites further 

inquiry whereas probability closes it down. 

 

Above we noted that for plausibility-centred scenario planners, probability is meaningless in situations when 

one cannot consider data distributions from the past to be relevant for uncertain futures (Ramírez and Ravetz, 

2011). Furthermore, Starbuck and Mezias argue that even if such data of the future was somehow available, it 

does not appear to be used in practice.  Their review of two decades of research on managerial perception 

concluded that “on average, managers’ perceptions of their environments’ stabilities do not correlate with 

‘objective’ measures of those stabilities” (2003:5). While Starbuck and Mezias “assumed people need to 

perceive problems accurately in order to solve them, (they) eventually realized that most problem solving, 

possibly all problem solving, does not depend on accurate knowledge of current situations” (2003:15). Yet 

those in the camp that prefers to use probability with scenarios (1) consider that the probable contains the 

possible (Godet, 2000); and/or have found through experience (2) that thinking of scenarios as equally 

plausible might perhaps be desirable in principle but is impossible in practice (Millett, 2009). Millett also 

argues (3) that having to directly justify one’s thinking in terms of probabilities forces finer articulation of what 

might otherwise be bucketed as intuition.  

 

Despite the problems of separating plausibility from probability we examined earlier, the two best-selling 

books in the so-called intuitive school of scenario work, Schwartz’s ‘The Art of the Long View’ (1991; revised, 

1996) and van der Heijden’s ‘Scenarios: The Art of Strategic Conversation’ (1996; revised, 2005) do make that 

separation, and move the qualitative/quantitative distinction to reflect two other cultures – the arts and the 

sciences. Both books consider scenario work an art, not a science – which we take as their implying that 

plausibility is more pertinent than probability. Schwartz considers scenarios as memories of the future (p. 32), 

stories (p. 37), or myths (p. 39) to which assigning probabilities should be avoided (p. 247). For van der Heijden 

scenarios also are plausible ‘perception devices’ that are distinct from ‘the conceptual activity of forecasting’ 

associated with probability (p. 29). Bernard de Jouvenel (1967) too considered engaging with the future to be 

an art. Another influential scenario practice, that of the consulting firm McKinsey, appears to also consider 

that “In a highly uncertain environment, the advantages of scenario planning are clear: since no one base case 

can be regarded as probable, it’s necessary to develop plans on the assumption that several different futures 

are possible” (Dye et. al, 2009:1). Yet in the same firm, Roxburgh believes that “the scenario that is highest in 
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probability should always be identified, and that ought to become the base case” (2009:9), “picking the 

scenario whose outcome seems most likely” (2009:5). How this can be done in the Knightian uncertainty where 

scenarios are of particular help remains unclear to us.  

 

USING PLAUSIBILITY AND PROBABILITY IN PRACTICE 

Comparing the relative merits of actually deploying a probability-centred approach to scenarios with those of a 

plausibility-centred approach within a single scenarios situation is difficult for practical and methodological 

reasons that go well beyond the definitional issues surveyed in the first section, and the cultural ones surveyed 

in the second one.   

 

Imagine attempting to conduct an experiment to establish which of the two is better. To do that, the 

experimental setting would have to take into account the purposes and skill of the intended scenario user(s), 

which would have to remain constant across both approaches; the skills of the scenario team, which would 

have to be equal in each approach (even if one team did both approaches, they might be more skilful at the 

one than the other approach); the timing, and quality of the assessment, which would need to be identical; the 

comparability of the scenario work’s contextual conditions, which would have to remain constant; and the 

metrics or criteria of what is meant by ‘effective’ so that the comparison made sense. This type of comparison 

is what laboratories were created for – they isolate experimental conditions so that they are comparable and 

replicable. In scenario work, which is customer- or user- centric and contingent on context, obtaining this type 

of constant and isolated conditions is either impossible or very hard indeed to obtain. To our knowledge no 

one has attempted to conduct such an experiment, which we find unsurprising. 

 

Given this experimental limitation, to further tease apart methodological confusions and the tensions among 

scenario planning schools, we here attempt to delineate how in different stages in scenario planning 

plausibility and probability have been summoned. This comparison is not itself objective; each school has given 

rise to its own ‘method’, made up of so many phases or stages or steps, and no single common method that 

each school would recognize as belonging to both exists.  We have thus contrived a minimum list of steps each 

method might recognise as relevant: (1) setting purpose and expectations with the intended user(s) and 

understanding how the users might use and value the scenario set;  (2) engagement design, (3) investigations, 

(4) scenario development, (5) implications for action - sometimes including dissemination. We suggest that 

these steps are not always linear – in many cases we have been involved in iterations occur and one must 

often revisit earlier decisions. Nor are these steps sequential: often some occur synchronically. Nor are they 

always as distinct from each other as we present them here: sometimes they overlap. But the distinction helps 

to see how each step can call upon plausibility and probability. We proceed in the order above. 

 

1) SETTING PURPOSE AND EXPECTATIONS WITH THE INTENDED USER & UNDERSTANDING HOW THE USERS 

MIGHT USE AND VALUE THE SCENARIO SET  
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Probability focused scenarios claim to offer enhanced views of the likelihood of a given future over 

alternatives. For the plausibility-focused, that purpose is impossible: for them, if one could establish 

probability about a given future it would be unnecessary to do scenarios. For the plausibility-focused, scenario 

planning is about manufacturing challenging, relevant future possible contexts for a user and with an explicit 

use of the scenarios. This means that the expectations and criteria for success of engaging with scenarios 

depend entirely on which school one intends to use.  

 

2) ENGAGEMENT DESIGN  

Engagement design sets the bounds of the inquiry and its temporal horizons, and defines the collaborative 

architecture and roles and relations as well as a calendar. Objectives and effectiveness criteria are translated 

into milestones, performance indicators, and go/no go ‘early closure’ options. The amount and type of 

research and form of investigation (data collection, interviews, discovery journeys, workshops) is specified. 

Much of what happens in this phase influences whether the scenarios will be qualitative or quantitative, 

and/or based on probability or plausibility. 

 

3) INVESTIGATIONS 

If the focus is on probability, investigations would gravitate towards identifying what data is on hand, what 

factual evidence exists of unfolding trends, and what research can reveal about how these different units do 

and may interact. If the focus is on plausibility investigations would unearth explicit and implicit perceptions of 

stakeholders, decision biases used in the organization being served by the scenarios (Schoemaker, 1993), what 

has been talked about within the firm in its Board Meetings or other relevant internal documents, as well as 

with external stakeholders (van der Heijden, 1996), deep cultural myths held and grounding existing world 

views (Inayatullah, 2002), areas of discomfort (Ramírez and Ravetz, 2011) and ignorance (Hatchuel et al., 

2004). In both cases the investigations seek to understand what is known about the future context in question; 

what is uncertain; what is predetermined; identifying remarkable views about what might happen that differ 

from each other; determining ongoing trends which might continue, crash, or bend in the scenario period; 

scoping out things that do not matter to the users and determining which aspects are most useful to them 

given the purposes and expectations that have been agreed. 

 

4) SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT  

Probability and plausibility matter a lot in this phase. The probabilistic approach uses cross-impact analyses, 

deriving probabilities of likely relations, impacts, and outcomes, often based on algorithms. Plausibility-

focused scenarios can be produced inductively, where the scenarios are produced first iteratively and then 

compared; or in a deductive fashion, where the framework for comparing among them is developed first, then 

the scenarios. 
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Each treats ‘relevant information’ about the future in its own distinct way. The probabilistic scenarios think of 

the future as calculable; plausibility considers calculability irrelevant. Above we surveyed the confusion in 

debates on what exactly is meant by ‘probable’ and by ‘plausible’ – regardless of how any one intervention 

sorts these out, there are costs involved in pursuing each approach. . 

 

5) IMPLICATIONS FOR ACTION / DISSEMINATION  

Scenario use and effectiveness also depends whether plausibility or probability has been central. In our 

experience – contrary to Millet’s assessment referred to above, evoking plausibility invites users to further 

inquiry, whereas assessing probability tends to close inquiry.  Iterative investigation with scenarios (van der 

Heijden’s work with Indian Agriculture, 2008; revised, 2010, is an example) is thus well supported by 

plausibility-focused scenario work.  

 

Probability-focused scenario work, focuses further work on the ‘likelier’ scenario, whereas plausibility-focused 

work pursues all scenarios, which are fabricated to be taken as equally plausible. If each scenario is as plausible 

as the next, each and every scenario is worthy of attention and it is the scenario set, not the single scenario, 

and the comparisons among them that yield value.  The charge within plausibility-focused planning is to keep 

the ambiguity of the future alive so it can remain productive (see Fox Keller, 2002, for an example of how 

ambiguity is productive in inquiry).  

 

If the scenarios are not used exclusively by those that produced them, and/or need to be shared or 

disseminated, altogether different dynamics around plausibility and probability erupt. When scenario sets 

leave their site of generation (the scenario workshops, the expert’s computers, the core production team, 

maybe the organization that spawned them) and travel to new locations (e.g. the policy milieu, the strategy 

process, or a public audience) the plausibility/probability debate is tied to the uptake of scenarios instead of 

defining how they are produced and /or negotiated. Professional cultures of the users, success criteria, 

legislative frameworks, norms, power structures, transparency regimes – all such organizational, social, 

psychological, political and cultural aspects in the user communities play a role on how valid and helpful each 

of plausibility and probability are considered to be.  

 

PLAUSIBILITY AND PROBABILITY AS SOCIAL DEFENCES AGAINST ANXIETY 

Psychology plays an important role in every aspect of scenario work. Social psychologists have found that 

ambiguity and uncertainty are uncomfortable and can create anxiety (Heath and Tversky, 1991; Cao et al., 

2011). Organizational efforts and even designs attempt to address this anxiety by tailoring work so that only 

‘small chunks’ of stress are involved for every individual worker (Menzies Lyth, 1960). This tendency to keep 

the ‘dis’ out of ‘distress’ (Selye, 1974) and keep the ‘stress’ productive; to fix onto the flux, to construct order 

out of chaos, and to stand on firm footing appears linked to a basic human need to reduce ambiguity to 

productive levels, to obtain sufficient certainty, and to deny excessively stressful evil (Cohen, 2001). Seeking to 
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end the exposure to stressful ambiguity through closure is made by pushing for greater plausibility and by 

enumerating probability. Whether through plausibility or probability, at heart is a desire to alleviate the 

discomfort and distress that ambiguity and uncertainty entail; and to push for comfort, or at least a level of 

stress that is generative and helpful – not paralyzing and unsettling.  

 

But ambiguity can also be surprisingly fertile and generative. To keep it so, ‘transitional spaces’ have been 

designed and created. In transitional spaces the possibility of inquiry-enabling ambiguity is kept safe, helping 

people to leave the every-day safety to which they are accustomed, enter new and unfamiliar spaces for a 

limited time, and then re-enter the every-day space having explored the alternative. Social psychologies have 

studied why it can be difficult to use the helpful complexities of a transitional space, and have designed ways 

to make the time and work in the transitional space productive (Amado and Ambrose, 2001). The ‘gentle art of 

re-perceiving’ that Pierre Wack called scenario planning, may be far from gentle if the transitional space 

careful scenario work hones is broken, and instead of gently re-perceiving, shock and awe are what is 

experienced, with high distress and little or very slow learning.  

 

As Weick noted, when approaching non-routine tasks with densely interconnected networks (as is the case in 

scenario work) ambiguity can be amplified (2001:44). Fox Keller’s analysis of the history of biology over the last 

part of the 20th century suggests that apparently illogical combinations when used as metaphor in science 

“become the locus of ambiguity” (2002:158-159), performing the crucial generative roles that make science 

advance. Here ambiguity, like in good scenario work, is an asset to be cherished, not a liability to be avoided. 

Similar points have been made about ‘boundary objects’ in science and technology studies - as words, phrases 

or artefacts that can hold multiple meanings in productive tension (Star and Griesemer, 1989). Selin (2003) 

argued scenarios can work as boundary objects, usefully containing tensions, contradictions and diverse value 

systems to enhance understanding.  

 

We suggest that many of the unhelpful debates, struggles and clashes over plausibility and probability can also 

be understood as efforts to obscure a fundamental concern of how to best keep discomfort (with what is 

known, ignored, hoped and feared) productive. How then might comparisons between plausibility and 

probability be better deployed? This is what we survey in the last section of this paper. 

 

DISCUSSION: SAFEGUARDING PRODUCTIVE AMBIGUITY IN SCENARIO PLANNING 

 
Resisting the urge to find a falsely certain, infertile, and unproductive steady ground in numerical or other 

accounting - or in overly plausible outcomes - is a key factor of the effective practice of scenario work. 

Rethinking plausibility and reframing the plausibility-probability debate offers an entry point for more robust 

assessments of these problematic issues and more effective potential approaches.  If an important benefit of 

scenarios is what Kahn (1962) called to help ‘think the unthinkable’, and in so doing to surface implicit 
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assumptions, test tacit knowledge, question preconceptions of the impossible and the possible, change views 

and minds; then staying with ambiguity and uncertainty that is productive, rather than seeking the seductive 

comfort of early but unproductive resolution is a key purpose of scenario work.  

 

It is therefore important to explicitly and reflectively seek to bypass the infertile distinctions we have surveyed 

and to see how different aspects emerging from both sides of these divides can help  to productively deal with 

discomfort, disagreement, uncommon knowledge, articulating ignorance and ambiguity to more effectively 

explore what possibilities the future might hold.  

 

Considering the ‘knowledge problems’ of the future helps here.  The knowledge under consideration - 

subjected to plausibilistic and probabilistic judgments - is ethereal. As the future is temporally distanced and 

hasn’t yet taken place, we cannot grasp it. Human beings have fought the alternative – that everything is up to 

fate. If it were; free will, choice, strategy and agency would be irrelevant. Humans and institutions do influence 

how the future is made – but not the broader contexts in which it is made. Entrepreneurs think they actually 

make a future every day through designs, materials, agendas, choices, movements and policies. Yet Adam and 

Groves (2007) have described futures-in-the-making as ‘future presents’ and Emery (1977) suggested that it is 

“Futures We Are In”. Both imply futures are events and impacts underway in the present; yet what the future 

context holds (including the entrepreneur) may – or not - unfold as the entrepreneur expects.  

 

Some latent futures can be and are observed, such as CO2 emissions whose impact lies in wait, ageing 

populations, and crumbling infrastructures crying for repair. Wack called these ‘predetermined elements’ 

(1984) whose effects are yet to be fully experienced. While his choice of terms removes agency perhaps too 

drastically, assessing impacts ‘if other things are taken to remain unchanged’ with reference projections is of 

help -  as the IPCC scenarios attest (Moss et al. 2010). Nevertheless accounting for possible futures (futures in 

the making) provides no assurance of certainty or comprehensiveness: the IPCC scenarios did not factor in 

Chinese or Indian manufacturing growth and were thus overly optimistic.   

 

The core of scenario planning is about seeing anew, noticing differently, finding new units of observation and 

terms to describe these (Normann, 2001), thus exploring the limits of available knowledge and sparking more 

effective inquiry. Scenario planning is about becoming more uncomfortable with the world’s ignorance and 

making it more productive (Ramírez and Ravetz, 2011). Scenario building works well when it departs from the 

comfortable familiarity of established plausibility and/or the settling security of purported probabilities to 

venture into the discomfort of inquiring into the unknown.  Our investigations suggest that assigning 

probabilities or settling into too much plausibility reduces interest into a lowest common denominator made 

up of commonly held assumptions, baseline expectations, ‘the usual suspect’ categories, and simplistic 

preconceptions and extrapolations. This is unhelpful in addressing uncertainty. 
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Wilkinson and Eidinow (2008) suggested that ‘problem-focused’ scenarios might be more effective than ‘actor-

centric’ scenarios, proposing what they termed ‘reflexive interventionist or multi-agent based’ scenarios for 

situations that manifest post-normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993) conditions. These are characterized 

by short decision windows, contested validity of facts, high stakes, and uncertain values. In such situations, 

specifying probability and maximizing plausibility might not be the most helpful way to assess scenario 

effectiveness. Instead, we propose that the scenarios which might better help to guide action in post-normal 

uncertainty are those considered highly implausible and uncomfortable- those outside existing mental models 

and framings that contest their relevance and validity. Of course, a scenario that is considered totally 

implausible or improbable would be rejected as irrelevant, but a scenario that seeks to make discomfort and 

ignorance productive in further inquiry would be of greater help than one that is highly probable or very 

plausible. This is depicted in figure six, drawing from Tony Hodgson (personal communication, 15 April 2008). 

 

- Figure 6 about here -  

 

So an alternative criterion to establish scenario effectiveness – instead of likely or plausible or probable - 

would be the extent to which it causes productive discomfort. The scholarly treatment of this dates back to 

Coulson’s 1985 Malinowski Award Address:  

“It is a common charge that the social sciences, including anthropology, are unable to produce results 
in the form of generalizable principles that can be applied to particular cases. In fact, this has not been 
our primary problem…. Our problem arises rather from the fact that our research challenges what 
others want to believe; our problem lies in obtaining an audience that will listen when the information 
is not palatable (1985:193)… “what we have is uncomfortable knowledge, the kind of knowledge that 
challenges established clichés and puts in question accepted solutions, and so those who champion 
them” (Coulson,  cited in Stein, 1988:195).  
 

The extent to which a scenario causes discomfort –without of course being rejected outright- will help it as a 

reframing device, and  be of actual cognitive help contributing to the utility of the process. Wilkinson and 

Ramírez (2010) explored scenarios as conceptual reframing, Ramirez et al (forthcoming) explored how 

scenarios in so doing redirect managerial attention; in helping their users to ‘think the unthinkable’ (Kahn, 

1962), discomfort would appear to be a useful criterion.  

 

A second criterion to that of discomfort would be user ignorance or inattention (Ramírez and Ravetz, 2011). 

These would help the intended user to attend to that which has not been explored or understood well, with 

the scenarios highlighting which aspects they might want to invest research and educational resources into 

better engage.  

 

If discomfort and ignorance, and not imagined future impact and present perceived uncertainty, were to be 

criteria with which to select drivers that most need to be considered in building scenarios, one would go 

beyond the unhelpful aspects of the plausibility/probability debate that has for so long, and in such an 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DFuntowicz,%2520Silvio%2520O.%26authorID%3D6701678949%26md5%3Dec11427eac53d54d3a59420c617f4276&_acct=C000010360&_version=1&_userid=126524&md5=90996fd114ceb3830b25fc0c84d0619e
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insidious way, crept into our understanding of scenario choices. Of course, practitioners using these criteria 

would need to carefully check that the scenarios that emerge are of actual help to the specific users and 

adhere to the agreed purpose of the intervention. This would re-position plausibility not as a condition of a 

future, nor as a quality of each scenario or the scenario set, but as a quality criterion of a co-produced 

conversation (Wilkinson and Ramírez, 2010) that scenarios orchestrate. The first author has tried this with a 

group of mining executives, re-positioning factors from an impact/uncertainty map into one of 

discomfort/ignorance, resulting in a very different set of high priority items for their top management to 

reconsider. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have surveyed the history of the concepts of probability and plausibility, the problems of 

distinguishing them, the cultural stances that prefer the one over the other – often equating them with 

methodological preferences— and the difficulties that each approach encounters in practice. We have also 

suggested that it so far has been impossible to empirically settle how helpful the distinctions might be. We 

pinpointed how the tensions raised by plausibilitic and probabilistic approaches play out differently in five 

specific phases of scenario planning.  

In our critique of the plausibility/probability debate we have also noticed that this distinction is but one divide 

amidst at least three culture clashes and orientations towards the future tied closely, if not fundamentally, 

with epistemological preferences and ontological worldviews. A given school of scenario planning may have 

oriented its preference in one fashion or another, but there is nothing deterministic about the choices schools 

have so far made – nor are they the only ones logically available, as the cube in figure seven illustrates.  

Alternative combinations may offer equally or even more fruitful approaches. For instance, scenarios that 

mesh science and plausibility would lead from lab experiments underway to consider logical outcomes (c.f. 

Moss et al, 2010). Scenarios that worked to approach probable scenarios in a qualitative fashion might limit 

and enumerate the likelihood of a discrete set of scenarios while employing rich ethnographic study to shed 

light on those probable scenarios. One could also design scenarios that take art seriously whilst from a 

quantitative approach, with some of the work in data visualization and other infographics for beautifully 

representing complexity as starting points, perhaps building on Tufte’s (2001) insights. To summarize - beyond 

and between the plausibility/probability divide there are other possible attribute configurations –only some of 

which are depicted in figure seven - for rendering scenario sets productive in compelling, relevant and 

effective ways.  

 

- Figure seven about here - 
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We have surveyed how studies in social psychology shed light on some tendencies to resist living with open-

endedness and uncertainty, and instead lead us to seek closure prematurely and unhelpfully. Nevertheless, we 

have shown that despite the real difficulties offered by the plausibility – probability distinctions, the quest to 

distinguish them has persisted as an important characterisation of the field of scenario work. Our analysis 

leads us to suggest that many forms of the distinctions involved, at least as they have too often been invoked, 

are no longer helpful or productive. We have suggested alternative criteria- discomfort and ignorance- that 

might be more helpful in engaging with the contemporary forms of uncertainty that scenarios work with.  

 

While assigning a numerical likelihood for a scenario can be seductive and can ease anxiety, what any form of 

scenario work seeks is to enhance prospective sense-making. An uncomfortable pause, staying with ambiguity 

and delving into ignorance may be of more value than a decisive judgement in this regard.  

 

Our analysis leads us to call for careful caution when invoking the merits and perils of plausibility and 

probability; for greater reflexivity, for recognizing that ‘not everything that counts can be counted’ and not 

everything that is intuitive counts. We suggest that challenging the obscurity in the debates and clashes over 

plausibility and probability in scenario planning; noticing the attachments of one’s own mindset and the 

commitments it can imply; opens up the possibility of enhanced, richer, and more productive prospective 

sense-making.  
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Appendix 

Micro-analysis of Millet’s contrast of probability and plausibility 

As we saw above, a crucial and up to now ignored difficulty to establish the distinct merits of probability and of 

plausibility in scenario planning work arises from the confused way in which the very definitions of ‘plausibility’ 

and ‘probability’ that relate and distinguish them have evolved over time. To surface how tricky the terms and 

their connotations are when used by a well meaning and intellectually rigorous reflective practitioner, we 

revisit the argument Millett (2009:66-7) made for using probability rather than plausibility in conjunction with 

scenarios. In our comparison, we reproduce his original text in italics, but here with key terms underlined), and 

we have dated the definitions he used in each of the three periods we proposed above (in bold parentheses 

within Millett’s original text):  

“the advantages for using probabilities with scenarios include: 
- Although all scenarios should be treated equally, the reality is that they typically are not. Both 

scenario generating teams and executives gravitate toward the scenarios that they find to be "most 
interesting," which typically reflect corporate cultural biases and wishful thinking. (third period – 
plausibility as specious) 
The use of probabilities actually forces scenario teams and executives to examine likely scenarios (first 
period, having the appearance of truth) that they might otherwise dismiss as plausible but not 
attractive. 

- The use of Bayesian probabilities encourages people to explain their judgments (third period, rigorous 
judgement),thereby exposing hidden assumptions, biases, and expectations that too often go 
unarticulated in the generation of purely intuitive scenarios (first period - acceptable, agreeable, 
pleasing, gratifying, winning public approval, popular)  

- Probabilities demand more precision and explanation of underlying mental models behind the 
scenario stories. All scenarios are to one extent or another exercises in expert judgment; the use of 
probabilities drives people toward making those judgments explicit and subject to peer review and 
criticism. (second and third periods, where probability = scientific)

4
. 

- The array of scenarios according to their a posteriori probabilities of occurrence provides a map of 
both likely and desirable futures. There may be a distinct difference between the most likely (futuring) 
and the most desirable (visioning) scenarios. Analytical scenarios based on modelling, cross-impact 
analysis, and Bayesian probabilities (third period, scientific) allow teams and executives to better 
understand the conditionality of any scenario and determine what would have to happen to improve 
the probability that the most desirable scenario could be made to happen. In other words, the use of 
probabilities facilitates strategy development by examining different conditions and their likely 
outcomes (first period, appearance of likelihood) given different resource commitments (Millett, 
2003). 

- Models using cross-impact analysis and probabilities (third period, scientific) provide a tool for 
simulations of potential disruptive events and corporate strategies. Such simulations are very difficult 
if not impossible to perform with strictly intuitive scenarios (first period). In addition, a systems 
approach with modelling and simulation is consistent with the tenants of Peter Senge’s The Fifth 
Discipline (Senge, 2006). 

- Probabilities are best guesses based on trend analysis, intuition, and expectations 
for the future that can be readily changed as new information becomes available 
or events occur (first period - likelihood). The tracking of probabilities goes hand in hand with the 
tracking of trends and provides a framework for continuously revising scenarios. 

- The use of probabilities with scenarios facilitates their being used as different 
starting points for econometric and statistical forecasts. It also provides the 
basis for running different kinds of quantitative exercises, such as real options 
analysis. (third period - quantification). 
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The above suggests that Millett’s analysis suffers from the confused etymology of plausibility and probability. 

His connotations from different periods are arguably inevitable if one expresses one’s thinking in English. The 

confusions weaken the argumentation. Figure 8 summarises the positions used in the extracts analyzed above.  

 

- Figure 8 about here - 

 

Millett’s proposed comparisons are particularly hampered by the 17
th

 century confusions. Millett only used the 

negative definition of plausibility that began as one of many possible definitions in the 1
st

 period and became 

solidified in the 3
rd

 one – he does not attend to the positive aspects of the definition, and he ignores the 

negative aspects of probability. 
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ENDNOTES 

                                                 
1
 The second Oxford Futures Forum (www.oxfordfuturesforum.org.uk ) that explored theories of sense-making in scenario 

work held in 2008 included a session on plausibility based on the expressed interest of a number of practitioners and 
scholars. Drawing on these discussions as well as applied work at the Center for Nanotechnology in Society (CNS-ASU), 
[name removed for blind review purposes] hosted, in 2009, an international interdisciplinary workshop exploring the 
conceptual and methodological dimensions of foresight. The later ‘Plausibility Project’ continued in 2012 with a joint 
meeting focused on innovation, ethics and plausibility sponsored by the EC’s Joint Research Centre.   
 
2
 This would suggest that there are possible ‘normal accidents’ (Perrow 1984) built into the use of any language. That is 

partly because language can be understood not neutral or objective; but as shaping understanding, and reflecting and 
articulating power (Foucault, 1972). 
 
3
 While there are other notable histories of business scenarios (Bradfield et al 2005; Wilkinson & Eidinow 

2008), we stay with Millet’s interpretation. 
4
 There is no empirical evidence that expert judgement is better at determining the future than non-expert judgment (c.f.  

Gardner,  2010). But that aspect of Millet’s reasoning is not the centre of this article’s argument. Also, peer review and 
criticism is possible without probability, as any art critic knows. 
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